Fort Foster
Kittery Point, ME

1 Gate House
2 Pier Beach (N)
3 Pier Beach (S)
4 Whaleback Beach/Windsurfer's Beach
5 Rocky Beach/Scuba Beach
6 Playground
7 Pier
8 Ball Field
9 Pier Pavilion
10 Tower Pavilion
11 Battery Chapin - 1904
12 Mine Observing Station (DPF) - 1909
13 Coincident Range Finder - 1920
14 Double Mine Observing Station - 1942
15 Battery Bohlen - 1902
16 Mine Casemate - 1943/44
17 Searchlight Shelter - 1922
18 AMTB Battery 952 - 1943
19 Submarine Net Cribs
20 Wood Island Lifesaving Station
21 Observation Tower - 1943
22 Battery 205 - Gun #1 Platform
23 Battery 205 - Gun #2 Platform
24 Battery 205 - 1944
25 AMTB Battery 352
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